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Introduction
Spam is the worst. Whether it is filling up your
email inbox or interrupting dinner as
telemarketing calls, spam is as an unwelcome
intrusion as it is a pervasive one. Despite the
eponymous “CAN SPAM” Act of 2003,1 statistics
show that 90% of email is spam, cheapening
email
as
an
effective
communications
2
technology. As a result, young people, often the
target of marketing campaigns, have nearly
abandoned email altogether.3 The brisk decline
in landline phone connections is in no small part
due to telemarketing, a form of spam that even
the best efforts of government has been unable to
eliminate.4 These intrusions are not merely a
nuisance: spam is an entry point for viruses,
malware, cybercrime, and cyberattacks.
While your email inbox and landline phone may
be cluttered with spam, when was the last time
you received spam as a text message? Rarely
and perhaps never, and for good reason. The
mobile wireless industry diligently monitors and
controls access to your text messaging services in
an effort to maintain the integrity and value of
the service to their customers and to manage
their networks. These text messaging services
include both Short Message Service (“SMS”) and
the related Multimedia Messaging Service
(“MMS”).
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The spam-free nature of texting is what makes it
a valuable service to consumers, and maintaining
a spam-free experience is critical in the face of
intense messaging competition from rival
services like WhatsApp, Viber, Facebook,
Instagram, Skype, WeChat, among many others.5
Consumers have great flexibility in messaging
even while their mobile service provider’s
texting service remains nearly spam free and
limited only to those with which customers wish
to communicate.

… from our formal model of bulk
messaging we are unable to find any
perverse incentives on behalf of the
mobile wireless industry—seller
profits and consumer surplus are
aligned. *** [R]egardless of the
presence of absence of market
power, the U.S. commercial mobile
industry has proper incentives to
deliver valuable messages but to
block message pollution.

The rapid sending of large quantities of text
messages has a high probability of being spam or
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other malicious content, so wireless carriers’
management of spam is based primarily on
detecting
rapid-fire
bulk
messaging.6
Recognizing that there are legitimate types of
bulk messaging that consumers may value, the
mobile wireless industry permits entities to send
bulk messages via “short codes,” a five or six
digit code that message senders are given upon
obtaining approval from the industry’s
intermediary, CTIA.7 Thus, message filtering,
while extremely effective, is not indiscriminate.
Given consumers’ heightened attention to text
messages due to the service’s spam-free nature,
marketers see bulk messaging as a high-value
contact point with potential customers.
Unsurprisingly, marketing companies are
opposed to the mobile wireless industry’s
policies aimed at reducing unsolicited messages
and have asked for the government to be
complicit in its attempt to spam mobile accounts.
Perhaps the most pressing effort to shut down
the wireless industry’s anti-spam efforts can be
found in the recent petition filed at the Federal
Communications Commission (“FCC”) by cloudbased communications provider Twilio.8 Twilio
is asking the Commission declare that both SMS
and MSS services are common carrier
“telecommunications services” under Title II of
the Communications Act. Presumably, the intent
of Twilio’s reclassification efforts is to bring SMS
and MSS services under the auspices of the
FCC’s controversial Open Internet Rules which
prohibit, among other things, both wireline and
wireless carriers from blocking traffic.9 While
Twilio’s petition is less than artfully drafted, it
appears that Twilio believes that reclassification
would permit unfettered access to consumers’
SMS inboxes outside of the current (and highly
effective) industry filtering paradigm.
The crux of Twilio’s petition hinges largely on
legal distinctions, but in this PERSPECTIVE we set
aside the legal questions and investigate the
economic underpinnings of the issue. We view
this analysis as important since one of the
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arguments for opening the SMS inbox to
unsolicited messages rests on the familiar claim
that the carriers’ filtering messages is an abuse of
market power and harmful to consumers.

Even the FCC has commended the
mobile wireless industry’s effort to
impede spam over SMS, stating
(just last year) that it is
“encouraged by carrier efforts to
implement
protections
against
unwanted text messages,” but
laments
that
the
industry’s
“measures have not stemmed the
tide of unwanted messages to
wireless phones.”

The incentives of marketers are plain enough—
there’s profit, whether legitimate or predatory, in
sending unsolicited messages. Thus, we do not
concern ourselves with their motives. Rather, we
consider the incentives of the mobile wireless
industry and attempt to decipher whether or not
their motivations contain any anti-consumer
elements. To do so, we consider the correlation
between the profits of an oligopolistic industry,
thus allowing for market power, and the net
value of mobile wireless service to consumers
(i.e., consumer surplus). Text messages, whether
solicited or unsolicited, are assumed to have both
positive and negative values, thereby allowing
certain types of bulk messages to positively
impact consumer value. Even so, from our
formal model of bulk messaging we are unable to
find any perverse incentives on behalf of the
mobile wireless industry—seller profits and
consumer surplus are aligned. We conclude that
regardless of the presence or absence of market
power, the U.S. commercial mobile industry has
proper incentives to deliver valuable messages
but to block message pollution.
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Outline of the Debate
As noted above, Twilio, a cloud-based
communications platform offering a variety of
services—including serving as a channel for SMS
spam10—filed a petition with the FCC to declare
that SMS (and MMS) to be a common carrier
“telecommunications” service under Title II of
the Communications Act (and, presumably, be
subject to the “no blocking” provisions of the
FCC’s Open Internet Order).11 Reclassification,
Twilio contends, will thus end the spam-free
messaging services by permitting companies to
send bulk messages to consumers’ text
messaging inbox without any filtering.

Given the many alternatives present
in the texting market, the impact of
decimating the value of carrierprovided SMS from even a
relatively small amount of spam
and cybercrime could be as quick as
it is devastating to mobile wireless
demand, leading to higher industry
concentration.

Boiled down to its essence, the debate over
Twilio’s reclassification petition can be
summarized as follows: (a) wireless carriers, and
many other independent parties to the
proceeding, don’t want unsolicited bulk
messages to reduce the value of their mobile
services; and (b) information distribution
companies, like Twilio and others, want to be
able to profit from using SMS services to send
unsolicited messages in bulk without any
attempts by the carriers to reduce spam.
We need look no further than Twilio’s own
statements to lay out the parameters of the
dispute. First, Twilio’s website makes the case
for the carriers’ position:
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[w]hen subscribers receive messages they find
objectionable, they may file complaints or report
the carrier to governing bodies, seek damages, or
simply stop being a customer. All of these
things reduce the revenue of or increase costs for
carriers. Thus, it is in the best interest of carriers
to protect their subscribers from what they
consider to be objectionable content,12

and that,
[r]ecipient carriers always reserve the right to
filter out messages from certain numbers, and
routinely do so to protect their users from
spam.13

Moreover, in its petition, Twilio makes the
argument that,
consumers should be able to decide with whom
and how they communicate via messaging
services, not the wireless carriers.14

The sentiment is echoed in the carriers’ filings,
where CTIA observes,
Mobile messaging’s huge popularity is due in
part to its status as a largely spam-free and
trusted communications environment. But with
messaging’s popularity comes the constant risk
of unwanted and unlawful communications. …
Wireless providers work relentlessly to ensure
that messaging benefits consumers and does not
subject them to spam or otherwise harmful
traffic.
In the context of person-to-person
(“P2P”) messages, sent using ten-digit telephone
numbers, providers employ robust spam
filtering software, “account fingerprinting”
techniques to identify accounts that are sending
high volumes of messaging traffic with little or
no voice or data usage, and other tools. With
P2P traffic, any genuine wireless consumer can
send a message to another user without concern
that the message will be denied because of its
content.15

Even the FCC has commended the mobile
wireless industry’s effort to impede spam over
SMS, stating (just last year) that it is “encouraged
by carrier efforts to implement protections
against unwanted text messages,” but laments
that the industry’s “measures have not stemmed
the tide of unwanted messages to wireless
phones.”16 Plainly, all parties seem to agree that
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bulk messaging may harm consumers and risks
reducing the value of SMS services.
From these statements we can formulate the
motivations of the carriers. Unsolicited messages
may harm consumers, which implies such
messages reduce the demand for mobile wireless
services. This reduced demand, in turn, harms
the carriers as well. Also, Twilio’s view that
“consumers should choose,” not those seeking
profit from bulk-message marketing and
cybercrime, prescribes an analysis of consumer
surplus and its relation to the mobile wireless
industry’s profit.
On the other hand, Twilio’s petition makes a
mostly legal argument to force carriers via
regulation to indiscriminately accept all bulk
messages:
All SMS and MMS messages have at least the
following in common. The sender chooses the
content of the message, specifies a recipient or
recipients, and hits “send.” The message is the
same as sent and received, and users of
messaging services rightly expect service
providers to carry these communications to the
intended recipients, just like other calls.17

The primary “hook” for intervention rests on the
fact that text messages “utilize ten-digit
telephone numbers,” a distinction that makes the
carriers’ SMS different than its rivals (like
WhatsApp) in that the numbering system may
implicate
FCC
numbering
regulations
established
in
the
context
of
voice
communications. Today, SMS is unregulated by
the Commission. Twilio petitioned the FCC to
reclassify SMS and MMS as a Title II
Telecommunications Service which, it argues,
will permit businesses to send unsolicited, bulk
text messages to all customers regardless of
whether or not the customer wishes to receive
messages from unknown parties and expects not
be bothered by nuisance, bulk messages.
An economic flavor is given to the debate when
Twilio—contradicting its view that “it is in the
best interest of carriers to protect their
PHOENIX CENTER PERSPECTIVES 16-05

subscribers from what they consider to be
objectionable content”—claims that the filtering
of bulk messages is based on the carriers’
“monopoly power.”18 Neither Twilio’s petition,
nor any of the other comments we have
reviewed, provide any reasoned analysis as to
why market power would cause an anticonsumer management of unsolicited messages,
or even that market power exists. The “market
power” claim is an assertion, nothing more, but
it’s also boilerplate argumentation for those
seeking regulatory intervention so it’s no
surprise to find it here. Since market power is
allegedly to blame, we believe it’s worth
analyzing the effect of market power more
formally.

The “market power” claim is an
assertion, nothing more, but it’s
also boilerplate argumentation for
those
seeking
regulatory
intervention so it’s no surprise to
find it here.

We also note that some parties have claimed that
the carriers’ filtering of unsolicited bulk
messages violates the concept of “net neutrality.”
Of course, legally, it does not; the FCC’s 2015
Open Internet Order did not reclassify
unregulated SMS as a telecommunications
service. Moreover, net neutrality addresses the
issue of a Broadband Service Provider (“BSP”)
favoring its own content over a rival’s content.
Mobile wireless carriers do not offer content over
SMS services, so there is no potential for anticompetitive activities in that regard.
Most importantly, the FCC has specifically held
that BSPs’ use of anti-spam techniques to block
both the delivery and origination of spam
messages is a legitimate practice under current
net neutrality regulations.19 As observed in the
2015 Open Internet Order,
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the blocking of harmful or unwanted traffic
remains a legitimate network management
purpose, and is permissible when pursued
through reasonable network management
practices

and
[t]he transmission service provided by
broadband
providers
is
functionally
distinguishable from the Internet application
add-ons they provide,

where these add-ons explicitly include “spam
protection.”20 As such, we will ignore the net
neutrality claims in what follows.

… a decision that maximizes profits
also services consumer interests.
The decision of the carriers matches
that of the consumers, and this is
true regardless of the presence or
absence of market power. With
regard to unsolicited bulk messages,
we can expect mobile wireless
carriers to act in ways that protect
the interest of consumers.

Economics of the Issue
We now turn to a more formal analysis of the
incentives of mobile wireless carriers to manage
unsolicited bulk messaging over their text
messaging service, and how those incentive
correlate with consumer surplus. Our review of
the record suggests this PERSPECTIVE will be the
first and only analysis focused on consumers, at
least in any formal sense where consumer wellbeing is meaningfully defined and analyzed.
Given the “market power” claim in Twilio’s
petition, it makes sense, then, to begin with a
simple Cournot model of competition among N
firms, which permits varying degrees of market
power. We then modify the model to reflect the
PHOENIX CENTER PERSPECTIVES 16-05

issue of unsolicited bulk text messages that may
have either positive or negative values.
To begin, assume marginal cost is zero and the
service is provided at a fixed cost of f per firm. In
the standard linear Cournot model, the demand
curve for mobile wireless service would be

P  AQ,

(1)

where P is the price of mobile wireless service, A
is the intercept of the demand curve, and Q is the
quantity purchased. To incorporate unsolicited
bulk messaging, let’s assume that some fraction
 of customers gain some utility from receiving
such messages, thereby increasing their
willingness to pay for mobile wireless service by
the amount g. On the other hand, the fraction
(1 – ) of consumers find unsolicited bulk text
messages an irritant, which reduces their
willingness to pay of mobile wireless service by
the amount b. Hence, we may incorporate
unsolicited messages into the model with the
modified demand curve,

~
P  AQ,

(2)

~
A  A  g  ( 1  )b .

(3)

where

The interpretation of the demand curve is
intuitive. Messages that consumers value, even if
unsolicited, increases willingness to pay and thus
increases the demand for mobile wireless service
(by g). Unsolicited bulk messages, like spam,
are a type of information pollution and reduce
the demand for wireless service, thereby making
A smaller (by (1-)b). Some parties argue that
while spam is a problem, unsolicited bulk
messaging may offer value to some consumers.21
Our model permits the possibility of both
valuable and nuisance messages. The question is
what is the effect of unsolicited bulk messaging
on net (see Eq. 3).
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The Nash Equilibrium price can be expressed in
a familiar form,
~
P* 

~
A
,
N 1

(4)

and the equilibrium quantity is
~ *
~* A N
.
Q  *
N 1

(5)

~
Obviously, a reduction in A reduces both the
equilibrium price and quantity (and vice versa

~

for a rise in A ). A decline in demand also
reduces (industry) profit, which is,

N*
~ 
~
 *  A 2  *
2
 ( N  1)


.



Consumer Surplus, which is the net value of
mobile wireless service, is,

.



(7)

Using a bit of algebra, we can also write
consumer surplus as,

~
S*  ~
 * (N /2) .

(8)

From Equation (8), we see that industry profits
are perfectly correlated with consumer surplus,
since consumer surplus is just a linear
transformation of industry profits. Clearly, the
incentives of the firms and the consumers are
perfectly aligned in terms of introducing
unsolicited bulk messages into the text message
service, and this is true regardless of the extent of
market power.22 Thus, if permitting unsolicited
bulk messages ultimately increased consumer
surplus (in aggregate), then it would also
increase firm profit and, hence, the firms would
PHOENIX CENTER PERSPECTIVES 16-05

If the interests of the consumer and
the carriers are aligned, then the
relative efficiency of the carriers in
impeding
unwanted
messages
suggests that the carriers are in the
best position to manage access to
messaging services.

(6)

Equation (6) lends credence to Twilio’s statement
that “it is in the best interest of carriers to protect
their subscribers from what they consider to be
objectionable content.”


N2
~
~
S *  21 Q 2  A 2 
2
 2( N  1 )

be in favor of it. Alternatively, if doing so
reduces consumer well-being, then the forced
free flow of unsolicited bulk messages by the
FCC would correspondingly decrease consumer
surplus as well as consumer welfare in the
aggregate.23

Twilio, in its petition, makes the argument that
the Commission should “let consumers decide
which messages they choose to receive.”24 In
contrast, CTIA’s position is that “[w]ireless
providers work relentlessly to ensure that
messaging benefits consumers and does not
subject them to spam or otherwise harmful
traffic.”25 Who, then, should do the choosing? If
the interests of the consumer and the carriers are
aligned, then the relative efficiency of the carriers
in impeding unwanted messages suggests that
the carriers are in the best position to manage
access to messaging services. So, the obvious
question is whether or not those interests are
aligned?
The answer, as we have already
demonstrated, is Yes:
industry profits and
consumer surplus are positively correlated.
Figure 1. Alignment of Incentives

~
*

N=2
N=1

~
S*
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We can also see this in a figure. Figure 1 plots
industry profits against consumer surplus at

~

varying levels of A . As the figure clearly shows,
a decision that maximizes profits also services
consumer interests. The decision of the carriers
matches that of the consumers, and this is true
regardless of the presence or absence of market power:
the positive correlation exists regardless of the
number of competitors.
With regard to
unsolicited bulk messages, we can expect mobile
wireless carriers to act in ways that protect the
interest of consumers.

Given the many alternatives present
in the texting market, the impact of
decimating the value of carrierprovided SMS from even a
relatively small amount of spam
and cybercrime could be as quick as
it is devastating to mobile wireless
demand, leading to higher industry
concentration.

The fact that the incentives of spammers and
cybercriminals does not align with consumer
interests requires no formal proof. It is plain
enough that any attempt to use federal
regulation to increase profits at the expense of
consumers warrants no serious consideration.
Industry Structure

While we often thing of a mobile wireless device
as a “phone,” the fact is that voice calls are no
longer a very important aspect of mobile phone
service. Surveys show that text messaging is the
most popular feature of mobile wireless service.26
In fact, one survey indicates that 40% of
smartphone users could manage without a call
function on their mobile device.27
Allowing the free flow of unsolicited bulk
messages to destroy the value of SMS, an integral
PHOENIX CENTER PERSPECTIVES 16-05

component of mobile wireless service demand,
could have serious consequences for industry
structure in the mobile wireless industry. Going
back to the Cournot model, the equilibrium
number of firms in a market is,
~
A
~
N* 
1.
f

(9)

~

A reduction in A puts downward pressure on
the equilibrium number of firms serving the
market. Consequently, reducing the value of
SMS through an unmanaged messaging service
increases consolidation risks in the mobile
wireless industry, an industry already facing
significant economic pressure in that regard.28
Given the many alternatives present in the
texting market, the impact of decimating the
value of carrier-provided SMS from even a
relatively small amount of spam and cybercrime
could be as quick as it is devastating to mobile
wireless demand, leading to higher industry
concentration.
It may also be the case that the free flow of bulk
messages over wireless networks could raise the
cost of constructing and operating these
networks, thereby increasing f.
If so, the
elimination of carrier control over unsolicited
bulk messages would be a double whammy on
industry structure, reducing demand and
increasing costs. If the goal of federal policy is to
artificially maintain four national mobile wireless
carriers, then granting Twilio’s petition will
make such a policy much more difficult to
enforce.29
Type I and Type II Errors

A simple blocking of all bulk messages may
catch messages that are of value to the consumer.
Excessive blocking is a form of Type I error,
which simply means that in the process of
blocking undesirable messages some desirable
messages also get blocked.
This theme is
observed in some of the comments filed in the
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Twilio proceeding,
possibilities above.

and

we

model

such

An indiscriminate filter could have a high Type I
error rate. Yet, while Twilio argues that the
mobile wireless carriers have imposed “arbitrary
limits on the use of a technology,”30 the mobile
wireless carriers have not implemented an
indiscriminate or arbitrary filtering mechanism.
Once a bulk messenger has been detected and
filtered, that’s not the end of the story. The
sender is then diverted to the short-code
system—a system that is far from indiscriminate.
As noted in CTIA’s SHORT CODE MONITORING
HANDBOOK, “CTIA requires all short code
programs to comply with a basic code of conduct
that promotes the best possible user
experience.”31 The four “Guiding Principles” of
program have a clear consumer focus, making
certain that consumers are in control of how
unsolicited bulk messages impact their mobile
wireless experience:
1. Display clear calls-to-action. All programs
must
display
a
clear
call-to-action.
Customers must be made aware of what
exactly they are signing up to receive.
2. Offer clear opt-in mechanisms. Customers
must consent clearly to opt into all recurringmessages programs. Requiring a customer to
enter a mobile phone number does not
constitute a compliant opt-in. Instead,
customers must understand they will receive
messages and consent to receive them.
3. Send opt-in confirmation messages. A
confirmation message must be sent to
customers always. For recurring-messages
programs, confirmation messages must
include clear opt-out instructions.
4. Acknowledge opt-out requests. Short code
service providers must acknowledge and act
on all opt-out requests. Monitoring
procedures confirm successful opt-out.
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Such guidelines seem eminently reasonable.
These principles ensure that “Short code
programs are expected to deliver sufficient value
so consumers elect to participate with full
transparency into the delivery conditions.”32 The
Short Code process permits bulk messaging, but
does so in a way, as demanded by Twilio, that
will “let consumers decide which messages they
choose to receive.”33
Where there are Type I errors (blocking valuable
messages), there are also Type II errors
(permitted nuisance messages). While the FCC
views the present Short Code system as
imperfect in that existing “measures have not
stemmed the tide of unwanted messages to
wireless phones,”34 the scarcity of unwanted,
unsolicited content in SMS inboxes is testament
to the effectiveness of the program, balancing
Type I and Type II errors to the extent feasible.

The fact that the incentives of
spammers and cybercriminals does
not align with consumer interests
requires no formal proof. It is plain
enough that any attempt to use
federal regulation to increase
profits at the expense of consumers
warrants no serious consideration.

Conclusion

A mobile wireless carrier has no interest in
blocking messages that a consumer wishes to
receive, but it has powerful incentives to block
nuisance messages. In this PERSPECTIVE, we have
demonstrated that the interests of mobile carriers
and consumers are aligned—any profitincreasing action taken to manage unsolicited
bulk messages also increases consumer wellbeing. Nothing in the Twilio proceeding’s record
suggests otherwise. Impeding the ability of
mobile wireless carriers to effectively manage
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their text messaging services through regulatory
action poses great risk—it will almost certainly
harm carriers and consumers as well as put even
more pressure in the direction of industry
consolidation.
The profits of marketers,
spammers, and cybercriminals do not coincide
with the interests of consumers.

abandon the service. As a result, the marketers
get nothing and consumers get screwed. We find
so saving grace of Twilio’s proposal.

Impeding the ability of mobile
wireless carriers to effectively
manage their text messaging
services through regulatory action
poses great risk—it will almost
certainly
harm
carriers
and
consumers as well as put even more
pressure in the direction of industry
consolidation.
The profits of
marketers,
spammers,
and
cybercriminals do not coincide with
the interests of consumers.

Any attempt to manage the vast amount of
content flowing over networks is a herculean
task, but the mobile wireless industry has done
an effective job. Text messaging is the mobile
wireless consumers most popular service, in no
small part due to the near total absence of spam.
Certainly, any chosen mechanism will have some
warts, giving cause for complaints. But, the
occasional filtering error, or the requirement to
certify intent prior to sending unsolicited bulk
messages, is not reason to let the (idea of the)
perfect be the enemy of the good.
The marketers’ and position peddlers’ lust for the
SMS inbox is based on the consumers’ attention
and high response rate to text messages, but this
attention is the consequence of the spam-free
nature of the service. Recognizing this fact
exposes the self-defeating nature of Twilio’s
efforts. Once the SMS inbox is opened to
unsolicited bulk messages, consumers will
PHOENIX CENTER PERSPECTIVES 16-05
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